FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
the laws regulating property on the one hand and the division
of labour on the other. What people call here an aristocracy,
there a democracy, or a republic, is only a monarchy without a
monarch, just as the Lutheran, Calvinistic or Anglican Churches
are Papacies without a Pope."1
This ruthless dismissal as irrelevant of so many institutions
for the obtaining of which they were toiling is what Socialists
and Democrats found so disconcerting in Proudhon. The vote
was not exactly useless; it was a way in which a citizen can
claim justice for himself before what is in fact a court of justice.
Parliament.2 But universal suffrage, as commonly organized in
meaningless geographical constituencies, bore no relation to a'
real expression of united popular thought, as you might get
if citizens voted according to their vocational divisions.3 Your
so-called democracy is a mere form of middle-class govern-
ment, based on the tyranny of a fictitious majority, materialistic
in its outlook, and leading to an abnormal exaltation of the
idea of the State.4
And so we are driven back again to this fundamental
conception of the State, that freedom-crushing Juggernaut.
Understand once for all, clamours Proudhon, that the State is
in its very nature a restrictive body, that cannot guarantee
freedom but only limit it. Freedom is by its very nature growth,
movement, it cannot remain static; whereas " staticness " is
of the very essence of the State. For a guarantee of freedom
you must look not to political but to economic institutions.
The fact is that the whole idea of the State, with its right to
power and authority, is the direct legacy of religion, or at least
of mystical sociology. It comes from the family, where the
father governs as a right, independently of anybody's will,
and has then been applied to society, so that it can truly be
said that the only real government is that by Divine right.
" Democratic government" is as complete a hoax or illusion
as " natural religion." The whole idea of the State rests on
1	Quoted by Desjardins, op. cit.> ii., p. 212.
2	Quoted by Sorel, Materiaux pour servir £ FHistoire du Proletariat, p. 375.
3	Confession d*un Rfoolutionnaire.
4	Solution du Probleme social.
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